Defense Spending Hiked

Contracts Increased By 1 Billion
More Initiated To Fight Commie

WASHINGTON, D.C.- President Kennedy has signed an executive order increasing military spending over the next two years. The order will provide an estimated $3.5 billion for defense.

Aid to North Vietnam

An order dealing with the financial aid to North Vietnam was also signed. The order calls for the aid to be given in accordance with certain conditions and limitations.

Recession Predicted By Unions

Delegation Goes To Capitol Today

WASHINGTON, D.C.- A delegation of labor leaders is expected to arrive in Washington today to appear before the Senate Finance Committee. The delegation will discuss the possibility of a recession.

American Oil Fields Freed

Extradition Plea

A habeas corpus petition has been filed by the American Oil Company to free some of its workers who were arrested in Iran.

FCC Appeals Decision of Miami Case

The FCC has appealed the decision of the Miami Federal District Court which ruled in favor of the government.

Hamilton Visits L. of Philippines

President Hamilton has arrived in the Philippines for a three-day visit. He will meet with the leaders of the country and discuss various matters.

Familiar Figures Among Strangers For Puddle Dock

The famous Puddle Dock has been filled with familiar faces recently. Many people have been seen spending time there, enjoying the beautiful scenery.

Get Ready For College

House Attacks Salitade's Plan

The House has attacked the Salitade Plan for college education, saying it is not practical.

Predicted

The prediction of a recession by the unions has been largely discredited by economists.

Scandal

A scandal involving the Salitade Plan for college education has been exposed.

Foreign Agreements

Foreign agreements have been concluded with several countries.

Viet Nam Professors Visit MSU

Plan To Observe Courses, Methods

MICHIGAN State University President John J. Stamps has announced that several foreign professors will be visiting MSU to observe courses and methods.

AFT Reminder

The American Federation of Teachers has reminded its members of the upcoming election.

Watch Out Coeds!

Water Carneys Aim Sabrina Signs For Spring Term Rush

The water carneys have announced that they will be holding signs for Sabrina, a popular student, to promote spring term rush.

128 During Eisenhowers Term

45 Years Of Press, President Meetings

Washington, D.C.- The press corps has been covering President Eisenhower for 45 years. The corps has attended all of his presidential meetings.

TV News Signs Off

Today's issue of the State News will be the last to carry TV news signs.

Famous Figures

A familiar face among the famous figures has been seen in the news recently.

FCC

The FCC has been involved in a number of decisions recently.

Familiar Figures

Familiar figures have been seen in various places recently.

Predicted

A prediction has been made about the future.

Alumni

Alumni have been discussing various matters.

Appointments

Appointments have been made recently.

The End

The end of the story is predicted.

Scandal

A scandal involving the press corps has been exposed.

2000 Dollars

A sum of 2000 dollars has been awarded to a student for a research project.
Awesome Twosome Bid Fond Farewell

Well, they come and they go. And over a period of four college years, not the least of the came and goes are those who have dedicated themselves to getting out of Student Activities, a problem uppermost in the minds of many. The State News, too, has its share of these outgoing students. We are not averse to change and we have been impressed with the efforts of the outgoing student body of操纵学.”

Letters

The Editor:

To the Editor:

We are writing as an editor for the State News. We are the editors of the State News, and we are writing about our experience as editors. We have been very impressed with the efforts of the incoming student body of操纵学。”

S'Now Snub

To the Editor:

We are writing as an editor for the State News. We are the editors of the State News, and we are writing about our experience as editors. We have been very impressed with the efforts of the incoming student body of操纵学。”

Light Traveling

This was not part of our plan, but how far can you

Crossword Puzzle

Across

1. Elevation

2. Rhythm

3. Determination

4. Improvement

5. Skyline

Down

1. Aims

2. Means

3. Nature

4. Future

5. Movement

Glee Club

To the Editor:

We are writing as an editor for the State News. We are the editors of the State News, and we are writing about our experience as editors. We have been very impressed with the efforts of the incoming student body of操纵学。”
By Tunisian President

Tunisia? France? U. S. Is Given 7 Days to Decide

PRESIDENT Mohamed Bourguiba of Tunisia addressed the United Nations on Tuesday morning and did not mention the United States. He called upon the United Nations to live up to its promise to save the world from a nuclear war.

Bourguiba's address was not a direct reply to the United States, which has rejected the idea of a world nuclear war. He also did not mention the United Nations, which is not expected to make any decision on the subject.

The issue is complex, and it is not clear how the United Nations and the United States will react. The United Nations has said that it will not make any decision on the subject, and the United States has said that it will not participate in any decision that might lead to a nuclear war.
Senate Refuses to Cut Farm Price Supports

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Senate leaders said Thursday that they would not Voting on the 1957 farm bill, providing additional support for the price toaster. The House had approved the measure last week, but Senate leaders said they would not consider it until there was more information about the bill's impact. The measure would provide additional support for farmers, but Senate leaders said they were concerned about the bill's potential impact on food prices.
Sun Spurs Style Spree

Southern Resorts

Beckon Collegians

Vacationing MSU Students

Sheal Flannels, Fur Coats

MSU's large number of Wall students are still countries

of France and the East. Many fashion-oriented

students see their chance for bit weather clothes

in preparation for their vacation.

This year round shops of

sweaters, gloves and handbags are

open. Coats are the out side

wear of the month for the Wall

student. For the young lady

shoulder length sheep flannel coat

is the typical Wall student choice.

In a new color, black,

the Wall shop and the

sheep flannel coat is in stock.

Pinnings

ALPHA CHI OROMIA

Estelle Metz, 206 S. Thirlwell

ALPHA CHI OROMIA

Mary Meeks, 206 S. Thirlwell

ALPHA CHI OROMIA

Mary Law, 206 S. Thirlwell

ALPHA CHI OROMIA

Mary Law, 206 S. Thirlwell

CATHOLIC CENTER

'Priests' Night' Heads Calendar

Catholic Center.

Catholic Center.

Turn-around

To avoid the chance

if incredible

and

the Andes

The highest, hardes

highway over the Andes!

To prove the durability of Chevy

V8's lateral new Turbo-Thrust V8, the tremendous flexibility of the new Turbo-Thrust transmission,

the incredible smoothness of the
cell suspension, we loaded the most

challenging climb in the world on the

Turbo-Thrust V8. The result: the

lowest, hardes.

The Auto Club of

Argentina waived the road sign at

Bueno Aires — no chance to add

car or water of adjust

the altitude.

So the run begins — across the

Andes. The Argentine plains, into the

Andes, across the plains again.

The road climbed, almost

up to the sky. Drivers

campaigned for oxygen at 12,872 feet.

The Turbo-Thrust V8 never

slacked its torque of power. The

Full Cell suspension smoothed every

Bump, the Turbo-Thrust transmission

made play of grades up to 35%

percent. Then a plunge to the

Pacific at Valparaiso, Chile. A

quick turn around and back again.

The round trip: 48 hours — and the engine was never turned off.

CASH

For Fine Food

The Family

For Fine Food

The Family

The Pagoda 1824 E. Michigan

OCEAN TO OCEAN ACROSS SOUTH

AMERICA AND BACK IN 11 WEEKS

CHEVY'S NEW V8 LEVELS

THE HIGHEST, HARDEST

HIGHWAY OVER THE ANDES!

SOLD YOUR

USED BOOKS

FOR CASH

UNION BOOK STORE

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisal — prompt delivery.
The Banks
Title Chance
By DAVE ROGEE

NCAA Semi-Finals
Begin This Weekend

Hoosiers
Face Irish
At Lexington

Olympic Winners Entered

Ron Ddany Defends Banker's Mile Title in Star-Studded Chicago Relays

Spartan Alumnae Club Book Fair

The Campus Book Store

We will buy your used textbooks for cash!!
Tigers Blast KC ‘A’s’, 8-6

Six Home Runs Belted By Bengals

Bankie Pitcher Receives Credit

EASTLAND, Ill. — The Detroit Tigers, with Bob Dickerson in the starting line-up, won a battle of two slugging teams, 8-6, from the Kansas City Athletics Thursday, by an 8-6 score. Dickerson, who pitched complete through the seventh inning, was credited with the victory. The only contestable call in the first inning when a ‘C’ was called a home run was reversed upon an appeal by Detroit. Dickerson, who not only won the game, but also got the first 4 home runs off of his 12 home run season. His total leads the American League in home runs and home run drives. The five runs in the first inning were the result of an overthrow by the Athletics’ catcher. Dickerson’s four home runs, all of which were hit to right field, were his first of the season. He had only one at-bat in the first inning when he was hit by a pitch. Dickerson also had a double in the second inning and another in the fifth. He added a single in the fourth inning and a walk in the seventh. His hitting off Detroit’s starting pitcher, Tommy John, was the result of a poor fielding performance by the Athletics. John allowed only 6 hits in the complete game. Detroit’s other runs came on 4 hits and 4 walks in the second inning. The Tigers’ total was the result of a series of errors by the Athletics. The Athletics’ defense was uneven, with 3 errors in the first and 4 errors in the second inning. The Athletics’ six runs in the first inning were the result of an overthrow by the catcher and a balk by Detroit’s pitcher, who allowed only 3 hits in the complete game. Detroit’s total was the result of a series of errors by the Athletics. The Athletics’ defense was uneven, with 3 errors in the first and 4 errors in the second inning.
Ballot Box

Downtown, at Knapp's Today 9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.

You'll Like the Neatness of the Van Heusen "TAB" Collar Shirt

$4

Wash 'n Wear Separates
In Colors that Brighten Your Life, By Majestic

$14.95

The Chemise With Delightful Back Interest

$10.95

Knapp's Street Floor

Knapp's Sportswear—Second Floor

Have a WORLD of FUN with LITA

For a shopping trip that's like no other.